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Abstract
Looking at the field of emergency planning and preparedness, it can be noticed that the

situation in Europe is more or less quite different than the one found in the USA, despite the fact that,
for example, lots of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) material comes from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) material. Comparison between these two approaches was very
interesting and instructive.

Croatia, if looking at the particular country, can learn a lot from the overall organization of
the Emergency Planning and Preparedness in USA (Louisiana). Everybody has his predefined place,
plan and task to be fulfilled. Mutual cooperation between different organizations and institutions
involved is accordingly developed and on very high level.

Geographic Information System (GIS), which is also available to us, showed its usefulness
during the exercises and map development, and not so much during the actual accident.

1. Introduction
During and after the accident, every organization necessary for conducting various

tasks, and having certain responsibilities, is known in advance. Exercises show that this kind
of organization is pretty much responsible for the smooth course of emergency actions.

Some of the procedures, forms and maps (accident notification, different map
examples, etc.) that are used in the US can serve as a good example of how some of the things
can be done and how some problems can be solved.

Despite the fact that there are some differences in the system most of the things can be
applied directly or with the small modification to the most European systems (Croatia is not
exception).

Through the paper, usefulness of this kind of experience exchange can be seen as very
helpful to both parties involved, so it surely needs to be encouraged among the other
organizations and countries.

2. Emergency organization in Louisiana, USA
Louisiana has three nuclear power plants situated on its territory or in near vicinity:

River Bend Nuclear Station, Waterford 3 Nuclear Station and Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
(Mississippi), and it is responsible for the conducting and implementing of the appropriate
procedures in a case of the nuclear accident for all three of them.
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Actual implementation of those plans and procedures lies in hands of the Emergency
Preparedness and Response Section, that is part of the Louisiana Radiation Protection
Division (LRPD) at the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). LRPD consists of
following sections:

- Licensing and Registration Section
- Inspection and Quality Assurance Section
- Enforcement & Laboratory Services Section
- Surveillance Section
- Emergency Planning and Response Section (EP&R)- provides the lead agency role

2.1. Notification process
EP&R Section is immediately notified of all the changes in the operation of all three

nuclear stations, through fax and special telephone lines. All that calls and given information
are registered in the particular forms. During the regular once a month meetings with the
representatives of the local organizations (off-site) and the plant staff (on-site), a short report
on current plant status is presented, together with the description of ongoing actions,
performed exercises and training, and the plans for future ones, with the propositions
(schedule) for the next meeting (time and place). These meetings are held regularly for all
three nuclear stations.

If an accident occurs in one of three mentioned nuclear stations everything goes in
accordance with predetermined order. Its effectiveness and efficiency is continuously checked
through numerous exercises, drills and training. In a case of Alert, proclaimed in one of the
plants, all organizations and institutions involved in emergency planing and response are
immediately and simultaneously notified. Notification goes through fax and phone lines. All
involved personnel carry pagers on a 24 hours basis, so they can be promptly reached and
notified in a case of an emergency, and respond in accordance with their procedures. During
the accident, the notification and information process follows predetermined order: special
forms, message repeating and confirming, etc. After the Alert notification EP&R experts are
on their way to the nuclear station, that is its Emergency Operating Facility (EOF), and to the
Baton Rouge center where Emergency Operating Center (EOC) is situated. In the EOC
experts from a different institutions (army, police, fire brigade, Red Cross, social service,
meteorological institute, federal institutions, etc) that are part of the emergency response meet.
They are all connected into the unique information network together with local centers, so all
the necessary information is received simultaneously.

2.2. Protective measures
The plant gives recommendations on the necessary protective measures. During the

decision process plant staff strictly follows its Emergency Operating Procedures and values
that are in them. State organs in accordance with the recommendations and data obtained from
the plant do their own calculations, which necessarily do not give the same results as the one
in the plant. After these calculations and the harmonization with the results obtained in the
plant, they issue their recommendations and forward them to the local centers. Local centers
are focal point in whole process and they have the right of final decision, either it means the
confirmation of the state recommendation or accepting a new decision on the basis of the data
and information known only to them (current conditions and possibility of the deduction of
recommended actions). Whole process is highly coordinated and represents the sum of the
joint effort, which is especially seen through the numerous exercises when the plant staff and
representatives from different involved institutions are trying to reach unanimous
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recommendations. It has to be emphasized that plant staff is left to perform their duties (plant
conditions improvement) with the minimal disturbances from aside, while the other
institutions and individuals do their work based on the plant recommendations. All of this
seems like a long process, but thanks to the frequent exercises, training and the existence of
well detailed procedures, every participant knows his exact place and role in the chain, so that
the whole process from the notification and activation to the protective measures
implementation does not take so long. In the whole process joint work of all subjects
(institutions, organizations, individuals, etc. from the effected states) is extremely developed
and coordinated, and all decisions are brought at the same place as a result of the cooperative
effort.

2.3. Useful maps and lists
Developed maps, Figure 1, are very important during the implementation of the

protective measures. These maps are constantly reviewed and revised, especially depending
on the outputs from the different exercises. Plant area is divided into the zones and sectors, in
a first place depending on the geographical position and the population of the area. Special
maps with the number of the habitants, number of the available transport means,
decontamination and meeting centers, special evacuation routes, etc. are available. Every local
center has also a special list of all handicapped persons in the vicinity, that are during the
accident separately notified and taken care of. With that list local centers also have a list of
available transportation means, personal vehicles included. In the special material that is
distributed to the all neighboring households, all the car owners are kindly asked, during the
accident, to offer a transportation to the people that don't have their own cars or other mean of
the transportation. Every local center has special communication equipment for a deaf people,
as a part of the necessary equipment, together with the list of all deaf residents that need to be
notified during an emergency.

a. ~~~~~, ~N-.

Figure 1. Waterford 3 Nuclear Station map, quadrant A, section Al

2.4. Exercises
Nuclear power plants regularly carry out exercises (some are in the simulator) and

training on-site. State representatives actively involved in the emergency planning and
preparedness are invited as observers or active participants to all this exercises. In Louisiana,
ER&P Section is part of all the training and exercises off-site and on-site. That way all the
Section personnel get acquainted with the plant operation and problems that can rise up during
the operation, as well as with the organization and means of solving these problems.
Knowledge gained through these exercises is very useful and indispensable for the successful
work of the Section and their ability to take urgent actions during the emergency and post-
accident period. All training and exercises are performed in accordance with pre-developed
accident scenarios that are only known to the exercise coordinators. Every exercise is recorded
and evaluated. The special commissions from the federal institutions like NRC and FEMA
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(Federal Emergency Management Agency) evaluate some of the exercises. These
commissions give their evaluation of the course and successfulness of the exercise in a written
from. All the observed mistakes are recorded and corrected either during the normal
performance or at the another exercise. Corrections are regularly checked. This type of
exercises, that are evaluated by the federal organs, have predefined goals that need to be
achieved during the exercise as well as areas and problems that need to be addressed.
Satisfactory performed exercises show that involved institutions are capable of confronting
that type of problems and tasks.

2.5. Public information
Public information preparation is another important point that has special attention.

Information is prepared in the separate Information Centers, that are situated both in the plant
and EOC, and their decisions are distributed towards the Central Information Center from
where they are distributed to public. The EP&R Section personnel are participating in the
work of these centers too. Information preparation goes by the special predefined procedures.
During the exercise public information preparation and gathering is also one of the evaluated
tasks and it draws particular attention. At these exercises can be clearly seen how one false
word can unnecessarily disturb the public or provoke various (usually incorrect) rumors.

From the beginning of the accident till the protective measures implementation public
is continuously informed about the accident through the special TV and radio stations. On the
TV for that purpose exists a separate channel that is activated in the case of the emergency,
while on all the other channels written note at the bottom of the screen can be seen. TV
program is interrupted in regular intervals for the latest information about the accident. All the
information given on the radio and the TV stations comes from the local centers (EOCs) that
have special equipment with which they can interrupt program and activate a special channel.
The same is happening at the radio stations, where they have formed special radio stations
with wide known frequency (people learn about it through the brochures and written
material), that regularly informs about the current situation and actions that need to be
undertaken. As a form of prompt notification there are also sirens in the plant vicinity and
they are regularly tested. Siren's performance: is tested once a month on the predetermined
day, marked in the brochure distributed among the citizens. During the testing inhabitants are,
through the radio and TV, continuously informicd that testing is under way, and that this is not
the case of real emergency. Notification is broadcasted several times. Purpose of all the
mentioned emergency meanings is exact, prompt and effective notification and warning of the
jeopardized inhabitants.

During the emergency situation special police forces are cruising through the
endangered areas. Their task is, among the other things, to verify if all the involved population
is informed and if they are acting in accordance with the given instructions.

Evacuation or relocation is done in accordance with the predetermined plans and
procedures. Population is receiving special brochures throughout the year, with the maps with
clearly marked evacuation or relocation routes, gathering places locations, places where the
transportation is organized for the people with no transportation means or possibilities, etc.
Evacuation of the schools, hospitals, old people's homes, and other special institutions is done
in accordance with the predetermined specific procedures. Number of the people that need to
be evacuated is predetermined, as well as the available transportation means and routes. Time
needed for evacuation is calculated in the accordance with all the mentioned things and then
used for the planning of the processes described in the procedures and plans for the case of the
nuclear accident.
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The steps and measures that population has to undertake are described inside the
special, already mentioned brochures, that are regularly revised and distributed among the
inhabitants. Inside the brochures is also a list of all the necessary things that are essential to
prepare before and to have and take during the emergency. Population is introduced to the
decontamination process in advance. During the accident decontamination is done in the
gathering centers in the accordance with the specific procedures and treatments.

2.6. Few things to remember
All the necessary measures and actions are determined before in accordance with the

predetermined intervention levels. Every procedure is worked out in detail and described in
the adequate plans for all the included organizations and institutions. Every involved
organization and institution has its own plan and program and specific procedures that are
regularly revised, changed and improved depending upon the results of the conducted
exercises and drills and upon the current progress and gained knowledge from that particular
area.

Demonstration of all the mentioned things is clearly visible during the numerous drills
and exercises that are organized on the regular basis at the predetermined date. Date of the
exercise conduction is determined even years in advance, so that gives a chance to the
organizers and conductors to plan and prepare exercises up to the smallest details. Agreement
on the date is reached at the already mentioned regular power plant and involved
organizations and local centers meetings. At these meetings volume and scope of the each
exercise is also determined, as well as the participation of the particular organization and
institution. Exact role of each one involved is than determined later on in the specific
documents and reports.

Exercise's scenario is known in advance as well as its scope and goals. Everyone
actively involved in the exercise ("player") is acting in accordance with its own plan and
procedure for particular case and it is not familiar with the exercise in detail. Only
coordinators know all about the exercise and they are the ones who put up the whole exercise
scenario, while the federal institutions set the tasks to be fulfilled, which are then specially
evaluated and judged.

3. Possible implementation of the US experience

Looking at the overall organization in the USA there are many things that can be
useful in the other environments. Their organizational skills and mutual cooperation are
amazing. Some of the used and developed charts, maps, worksheets and forms (accident
notification, field team notes, area maps, etc.), can be useful for their easy reference and
effectiveness in lots of other countries.

GIS, system that is available almost everywhere, proved to be very useful during the
maps development and during the exercises, but not as much during the actual accident. Maps
generated at the computers are rather artificial (Chernobyl accident showed different
appearance of the contaminated zones), but they are very efficient during the exercises and
training, so they need to be generated for each planned exercise.

If every organization required for the specific task during the emergency, as well as
the lead one, knows precisely its position and role, everything is running smoothly from the
beginning. In the US every farm, (luring the emergency, is taking care of its own low
radioactive waste, which is something that is applicable in every country, with of course
adequate education.

Very good cooperation between neighboring countries is something else that most
European countries are missing. Extremely important are also regular meetings between the
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responsible organizations and plant personnel. Something like that won't be hard to organize
even in this region.

Personal dosimeters and pagers are necessary part of the equipment of all involved
personnel, not only during the emergencies, drills and exercises, but as a part of everyday life
as well. So that is also something that can be considered in other surroundings.

Everyone needs, Croatia as well, adequate experts. It does not matter what tasks will
someone has during the emergency, basic knowledge of nuclear technology and ionizing
radiation is essential. One of the main issues and problems that we will and can run in is the
understanding of all that is going on in the plant and understanding the course of the accident.
For that reason it is necessary to have a people that are completely acquainted with the plant
systems and operation. Regular exercises, drills, training and expert's skill improvements are
essential.

In the States, plans made for nuclear accidents are even used for planning in other
facilities, like for example in chemical industry. There is also a tendency to change plain text
with the description of adequate steps in procedures: with the so-called flowcharts that proved
to be more useful - something to pay more attention to. Since procedures represent sort of
"cook books" anyway, guiding the whole process through the various steps even in the text
format represents good approach to the problem, and this is also approach that lots of
organizations are already using, for example Croatian Technical Support Center is using the
same approach in its procedures.

Further more, it doesn't matter which computer code is someone going to use for its
own calculation, but who ever is doing such a calculation during and before emergency needs
to know also something more about the program that is used in the power plant. This is due to
fact that usually with different computer codes different results can be easily obtained, and
this can be overlooked in a hurry. Every environment needs adequate program for the dose
estimation or some adjustments of the already existing ones, which naturally asks (demands)
for some more time and resources and adequate experts.

KI issue is something that needs more attention in this part of world too, and in this
matter US experience can be very useful.

In the States centers that are involved in the emergency plans and rescues have a direct
approach to the police and fire department's communication lines - something to have a
thought about even here. Way of organizing drills and exercises - very useful to study. Level
on which all involved organizations activate - in a States that is "Alert", needs to be involved
in plans and procedures for the emergency planning and preparedness. List of adequate
procedures is summarized in a one document, which is then divided into the sections, where
every section represents adequate procedure - approach that can be very useful in today's and
future emergency centers.

Amateur radio organizations and volunteers proved to be of a great help during the
emergency in the States, when all other communication equipment can be down. In the
countries that don't use these organizations that is something that can be considered during
the reviewing and development of some future plans.

In the case of the accident notification and information about it is coming straight from
the Control Room - exact and prompt notification, in the NPPs in the US there is usually one
person in the Control Room with the task and obligation to inform outside the plant. This can
be also quite good example of how notification can be done and it is worthwhile to examine
all the possibilities in the NPPs to obtain that kind of the communication between the plant
and rest of the involved organizations. But if that kind of notification needs one person in the
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Control Room with just that task or if it means further burden on the Control Room personnel,
that surely is not something that anyone is looking for.

In the some parts of the States protective measures are taken promptly without so
called preparatory phase (watch TV, stay informed) as they believe that is more effective. This
can represent a great cost, but it can also be very beneficial. This is the reason why "cost
benefit" studies need to be performed before any serious planning of protective measures and
actions. These studies will give the best answer of the worthiness of the each procedure and
step that we are going to undertake. One way of performing these studies and doing the
necessary calculation is by use of the certain computer codes that have that option, as
COSYMA and MACCS2 for example, which are capable of estimating economic costs
represented with the total cost of the accident and the contribution from countermeasures,
early and late health effects.

Another thing that deserves attention is decontamination process. This process is
performed in accordance with the specific procedures and separately evaluated at each
exercise at US. As much as it seems to be very easy task to perform (taking a shower,
changing the clothes, putting the waste on the specially marked places, etc.), during the stress
situation mistakes are very often. So this is another area that needs attention, especially during
the exercises.

Institutions responsible for the public information and notification should think about
the public education, probably the same way the Americans do - through different brochures,
calendars, etc. This can be the only way to avoid unnecessary panic during the emergency.

US Emergency Alert System message has several points that can be included in any
other emergency notification form as: identification of the organization issuing the
information, identification of the facility experiencing the emergency, identification of the
communities or/and geographical areas affected with the emergency, instructions with the
regard to the specific protective measures to be taken by residents of the affected areas (brief
explanation), identification of the channels over which further information will be given.

Some of the relocation/return/recovery issues (intermediate phase activities) discussed
at the US conferences deserve further looking at.

In the US it can be more than one NPP in a state, but for emergency planning is just
one organization responsible on a state level. Nevertheless, every plant gets a different
approach and procedures. Every plant is specific, its surrounding area is different, and all of
that has to be taken into account during the development of adequate procedures and plans.
This is why in Croatia, for example, we need separate procedures for each plant that is
influencing our territory (NPP Krsko and NPP Paks). We also have a great need for adequate
accident scenarios for both plants that can be developed with some help of computer codes
and with the cooperation of the particular plant. Later on they can be used for the organization
of the specific exercises and drills and used as a training material. We also need to determine
institutions or persons that can objectively evaluate performed exercises and drills, so we can
learn on our own mistakes, because that is usually the best way to learn something.

4. Conclusion

US has experience and already developed plans and procedures that can be used, with
some minor changes, in almost all organizations that are somehow involved in the emergency
planning and preparedness activities. Sorne of the possible implementations and possible areas
of interest are stressed out in this paper and can represent the starting point for some future
improvements and developments of already existing and/or new plans and procedures.
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Even though in this case US experience has been presented, it is clear that there are
many other western European countries that successfully implemented similar protective
measures and plans and whose experience can also be used in planning and implementation of
domestic emergency plans.
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